
Venue Guidelines 

The venue list provided is not all inclusive.  Other venues may be considered and, if a new venue turns 
out to be a good option going forward, add it to the list. 

A venue for a Session Day should be one that is comfortable and spacious in terms of seating, has 
windows to allow for sunlight, offers affordable and good food options, can be temperature controlled, 
and allows for convenient parking.  It is preferable to remain within the Greater Naples area and not 
venture beyond our boundaries as the class members will be from the Greater Naples area.  Country 
Clubs meet most, if not all, of these requirements but the Country Clubs may lack topic-related 
ambiance.  For example, the Conservancy or Naples Botanical Gardens for Environment Day provides 
topic-related ambiance; the Sheriff’s facilities or a Fire Station for Government Day provides topic-
related ambiance.   

Venues often require a Liability Certificate from GNL listing the venue as an additional insured.  This is a 
common request.  Upon notice, the Session Day CLT will contact HBK to secure the document.   

All contracts should be carefully reviewed and then forwarded to the CLT Chair.  Only the CLT Chair has 
the authority to sign a contract on behalf of GNL.   

If a deposit to hold a room is required, the venue must issue an invoice.  All invoices are then forwarded 
to the CLT Chair and the CLT Chair then authorizes payment.  If there is a room charge, the same process 
is followed. 

Usually, a simple breakfast is provided to the class members to include pastries, coffee, and tea.  In 
planning the lunch meal, managing the cost per person is critical to staying within budget.  For those 
class members with special food needs, we do try to accommodate them within reason.  The CLT will 
provide the list of those with special food needs to the Session Day teams.  All invoices are then 
forwarded to the CLT Chair and the CLT Chair then authorizes payment. 

After using the venue, it is GNL’s responsibility to remove all GNL materials and leave the room in 
decent condition.  And, the CLT should always be the last to leave the venue.` 
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